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Planning your garden
The complete kitchen garden : an inspired collection of garden
designs and 100 seasonal recipes - Ellen Ogden
With a collection of garden designs for the home gardener and recipes for the home
cook, The Complete Kitchen Garden will take you from garden to table. Here you’ll find
themed gardens including the salad lover’s garden, the heirloom maze garden, the
children’s garden and the organic rotation garden. Use the included recipes and
produce from your garden to create wonderful soups, salads, main dishes, desserts and
condiments.

Planning a Kitchen Garden : A Practical Design Manual for Growing
Fruits, Herbs and Vegetables - Richard Bird and Jonathan Buckley
Planning a Kitchen Garden contains advice on creating a kitchen garden with plans to
suit everyone, from small vegetable plots to fruit gardens. It also contains useful
information on adding soil conditioners and fertilizers, improving drainage and making
compost; thinning and transplanting seedlings; harvesting and storage.

All-in-one garden : grow vegetables, fruit, herbs, and flowers in the
same place - Graham Rice
Think you can't have it all? Well, you can, at least in the garden, because many
common food-producing plants also offer beautiful foliage or flowers. By simply
following these creative suggestions, even novice gardeners can transform large or
small spaces into high-yield gardens bursting with delicious, organically grown fruits,
vegetables, and spectacular flowers. (From the publisher)

Creative vegetable gardening - Joy Larkcom
This gardening manual furnishes suggestions for combining vegetables with flowers,
fruit, and herbs, and includes information on designing the garden, planting for
dramatic effect, and using fruit as a decorative element, as well as an A-to-Z listing of
more than 150 edible plants.

One magic square : the easy, organic way to grow your own food on
a 3-foot square - Lolo Houbein
In addition to discussing the importance of local and organic gardening, One Magic
Square provides guidelines for cultivating a variety of herb, fruit, and vegetable
gardens on one square yard of land. Choose from 30 designs including salad plots, stirfry plots, pasta/pizza plots, anti-cancer plots and berry plots.

Gardening with children
Grow it, cook it - Inc. Dorling Kindersley, Deborah Lock, Margaret
Parrish and Will Heap
Combining children's interests in gardening and cooking, an innovative activity book
gets youngsters involved in growing their own food, with helpful guidelines on how to
plant seeds, harvest crops, and transform everything from lettuce and carrots to beans
into more than thirty-five simple, kid-friendly dishes.

The family kitchen garden - Karen Liebreich, Jutta Wagner and
Annette Wendland
The Family Kitchen Garden integrates the garden and kitchen in a simple, fun way that
parents and children can enjoy together. By teaching kids how to garden, they will be
more likely to eat what they grow -- what a rewarding way to encourage healthy foods!
Unlike other guides to gardening with children, these are not simple projects just for
kids. Rather, the authors believe that kids can do -- and will enjoy -- the same type of
gardening that adults do. (From the publisher)

Grow your own for kids - Chris Collins and Lia Leendertz
In Grow Your Own For Kids, Chris Collins shows how to sow and grow 10 easy
vegetables that kids love to eat. Simple step-by-step sequences will guide and inspire
them and present fun challenges such as growing the tallest sunflower and the largest
pumpkin. A shopping list, general advice and words of wisdom and encouragement will
ensure that nothing goes wrong for those budding green fingers. (From the publisher)
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